It’s DISinfo, Alex.
If I had to guess, I would guess that it’s very deliberate DISinfo because it’s coming
from Cal Tech. . . an INSIDER institution. They have the inside straight on a great
many things just like JPL or Kavli Institute out here on the west coast. Is it
possible that these particular “professors” are voicing their own
personal/professional opinions without benefit of the normal insider info that Cal
Tech is typically privy to? OK, maybe it is remotely possible. . . but it is not very
probable. If they are guessing without access to the insider info that the other
insiders are privy to there at Cal Tech, then blessings on them and we would have
to downgrade their disinformation story to the level of just bad information or a
best bad guess. But without knowing these guys personally and KNOWING for
sure what THEY know or think they know, we would not be able to classify the
level of malevolence of their new story. But just coming from “professors” at Cal
Tech and saying that PX is an ice planet with an orbit like other Trans Neptunian
Objects smells pretty bad from the get-go.
Why?
For starters, the coldest brown dwarf star that we know of to date has an estimated
surface temperature of about 80 Degrees F. . .
http://www.millenniumprophecy.com/Current_Events/Entries/2011/3/25_Coldest_B
rown_Dwarf_Star_Discovered.html . They get much HOTTER from there. It is
estimated that most of the brown dwarf stars that have been seen so far are in the
range of 700 Degrees to 800 Degrees F. . . the temperature of a fairly hot oven.
Brown dwarf stars are hot for a reason. They are LARGE. . . generally about
Jupiter size diameters (+/- about 10%) and they have solid cores like our Sun.
They get their start in life as “chips off the Old Block” when their mass is pinched
off the larger main star body via the Z Pinch Effect initiating their odd orbit
patterns. That star forming process is the reason why so many stars are binary
systems. With heavy metals, copper, nickle also lots and lots of iron, they are
HEAVY. . . similar to Jupiter. . . and hot like an oven. And because they pack a lot
of iron in their composition, they bring MAJOR gravitational fields and MAJOR
magnetic fields to the table for “discussion”. Because they are both “hot and
heavy” they would not be the methane ice composition of Saturn, Uranus, Neptune
or the other TNO’s. Methane ice at -285 Degrees is COLD. Iron core objects the
size of Jupiter with those heavy gravitational stresses and molten cores are not in
the same league as large agglomerations of methane ice. They are just not the same
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at all. So the different core source materials for brown dwarf stars vs. TNO’s
produce VERY DIFFERENT results in the physical result that gets formed and
then functions.
The other reason I think these guys are offering bogus information is the fact that
the MATHEMATICS of Dr. Robert Sutton Harrington establishes rather
conclusively that PX is approaching the ecliptic plane of our solar system from the
SOUTHERN SIDE of the ecliptic. . . from the SOUTHERN side of the ecliptic.
Harrington’s math is widely known in the astronomy circles. He concluded that
the odds were 5 to 1 that PX was approaching the ecliptic from the southern side
and that it was coming inbound somewhere between RA 14 and RA 21. . . but most
likely somewhere closer to RA 16. These Cal Tech “professors” are pointing to the
opposite side of the solar system as the most likely place that PX would be located.
Again. . . WRONG ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! The RA 6 (December/January) side of the solar
system is the side of the solar system that PX will be going OUT on. It will be
coming INbound on the other side. . . the RA 18 side.
Remember, Alex, it is the Lord Jesus who describes the brown dwarf star and gives
the effects lists that will take place when it comes back. . . Revelation6, 7, 8, and
16. . . as well as Matthew 24 and 25. It is the Lord Jesus who described the brown
dwarf as “Bitterness” (or “Wormwood” if you prefer KJV). . . basically nailing the
alkaline atmosphere characteristic that all brown dwarf stars seem to have. It was
the Lord Jesus who said that “the powers of the heavens will be shaken”. And sure
enough, the RA 18 side of the solar system is where the planetary orbits have been
observed to have perturbation problems. . . all the way back to the late 1700’s when
it was noticed that Uranus had an “off track” problem on the RA 18 side of the
solar system. Alexis Bouvard measured the off track position of Uranus in 1821
and it was deflected a full degree from where it was supposed to be located based
on its normal planetary track. His measurement error was about 1/10th of a Degree
so a full Degree of off track error was 10X his measurement error with the
instruments of his day. That’s a lot of deflection. Uranus was off track when it
came back around on its next orbital pass as well. That’s why Robert S.
Harrington could use the Uranus deflections as a guide to where PX was coming
inbound from. And if Wormwood/PX/Nibiru/Marduk/Nemesis/the brown dwarf
has not shown its face by the end of 2017, then Saturn will be the next planet to
suffer off track deflection/perturbation. So the Lord’s comments that “the powers
of the heavens will be shaken” was not an idle comment. It fits a pattern of what
happens when the brown dwarf comes through the solar neighborhood on its
perihelion maneuver. . . something the Lord would have know about. . .
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and something He told us to look for.
Always keep the Lord’s comments in mind and the planetary
perturbation/deflections in mind when you are evaluating the comments by
“professors” or astronomers. If they have a government agenda behind their
statements then they might offer bogus information for public consumption.
Why? Because that’s the side where their paycheck bread is buttered. . . the
agenda-driven misinformation/disinformation side. The planets don’t have a
deception agenda. They don’t care what some deceptive government “policy” is.
They orbit the way they orbit based on the physical principles of celestial
mechanics. They could care less what any Earthling’s opinion is one way or the
other. So watch what the planets DO. If government or astronomer
pronouncements don’t line up with the measured behavior of the planets of our
solar system, then it is the government or astronomer opinion that needs
revision. . . NOT the planetary behavior. The planets are the ones telling the
TRUTH. They have no “agenda”. And the Lord Jesus backs the planetary
behavior pattern up with His descriptions of what will happen when Wormwood
gets here on its next trip through town. Wormwood is going to “shake things up”.
In fact, it has already been doing that since the late 1700’s. And from time to time
we could even measure the effects. So stick with the Lord Jesus and the measured
planetary truth. Don’t get sucked into the agenda game.

Regards,
Gill Eriksen

